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INTRODUCTION 

At low temperatures the thermal, ultrasonic and dielectric pro

. perties of glasses and various types of cristalline solids strongly 

depart from current Debye-model. 

Usually these glassy anomalies are explained by the phenomenolo

gicaltunneling-states model (TSM) /1,2/ without any information about 

the nature of the tunneling entities. 

Due to the high sensitivity of the dielectric constant to the 

low-lying excitations ferroelectric crystala serve as excellent 

samples for studying the problem and testing any theor~tical inter

pretation of the effect. 

The purpose of this paper is to present some typical results 

obtained by dielectric measurements on ferroelectric crystals at low 

temperatures and to mention substantial characteristics of a new app

roach to understanding the glassy behaviour, first 'proposed in /3/. 

THE UNIVERSAL DIELECTRIC RELAXATION 

In general, the complex dielectric susceptibility of disodered 

solida exhibits a broad relaxation peak at temperatures T~10K. 

This is shown, for example, for the relaxation ferroelectric 

SrO.5Bao.5(Nb206) in Fig.1. 

Such peaks in the dielectric losses ~II do not adhere to Debye

-theory and can be considered using the universal.response (UDR)-idea, 

outlined first in Ref./4/. 

Owing to the empirical formula 

1/"X"(w,T) ~ T [('l w r- n 
+ (rr w)-m ] (1) 
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x; Fig.1. Dielectric losa peak 
Sr O,58ao,51Nbzo6110 of a SBN (50% Ba)-single 

crystal, (w = 104 s-1). 
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wi th 0< n , m < 1 , co - the angular frequency and a thermally activa

ted relaxation time rc =í:oexP(Ea/KBT), a three-level fit of the 

characteristic exponents n,m and of the attempt frequencyúJo = 1/1: o 

provides a good confirmation of the experimental data and a deduced 

"" activation energy Ea• The Kramers-Kronig transformation gives the, 

variation of the real part e (T) in accordance wi th the experimen

tal results p ag shown in the inset of Fig.1. 

Th~ universality of this Non-Debye relaxation suggests a many

-body interpretation where the charact~tic exponents indicate the 

inter~ction strength of the ~elaxing units /5/., The value of n 

found for the above samples emphasizes the high degree of the dipole

-dipole interactions in this single crystals. It has been r~cently 

suggested /6/, that the obtainàd, E is only an apparent, activati a 
on energy, relaied to the actual one by: 

Ea = (1 - n) Ea 

The obtained activation energy (Ea/KB = 74 K) agrees well with the 

main Einstein-mode (SE = 73 K) found in the specific h~at C of a 

SBN (55% Ba) - sample /7/, that causes the C/T3 - paak just at tem

paratures naar the characteristic plateau in the thermal conductivi

ty /8). 

2 

An extens10n of the UDR-model was proposed to explain both the 

analogous effects in internal friction and ultrasoni~ relaxation be

haviour of disordered solids and the unifying features of other low

-frequency fluctuation, dissipation and relaxation phenomena /?/.
I 
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THE UNIVERSAL RELAXATION CONCEPT AND THE GLASSY BEHAVIOUR 

A further generalization, of the universal relaxation conception 

was showrt to give a physical relevant interpretation of the correla

ting glassy anomalies in thermal, ultrasonic and dielectric propertiro 

/3/. According to that, the thermal conductivityÃcan be obtained 

uaing the mean free-path l{úú) of the phonon scatterin~ dete~ined by 

the generalized sUBceptibility cor~eBponding to 

e(w) = [e;,.:p.(1:'w/K BT)- ~ J/X''' (w,-r). (2 ) 

In general ")(" is a more comprehenaive function o f W and T 

thWl given by eq. (1) /9/, but in the partic~lar case using thi~ 

empirical ,~ormula eq. (2) will provide a ~imple eXPfanation of the 

well-known plateau in À (T) in terms of the dominant 

phonona W Dom : 

li w' (T) ~ E • J ~3)Dom P' a
 

with -~p - the mean temperature of the plateau.
 

Summing up , at ' T'; 1 K the glassy anomalies can be -exp Ia í.ned' 

by meana of the universal Non-Debye relaxation mechaniam due to 

many~body lnteractions. Therefóre âny extrapolation of the TSM 

beyond the low-temperature region using various forms of an energy 

dependent density óf atateB P(E) /10-12/ is-not required and even 

contradlcts a growing nwmber of experimental'dãta /3,13/; 
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THE UNIVERSAL RELAXATIDN BELOW 1 K 

At T~l K the characteristic properties of disordered solids 

seem to be in accbrdance with the prediction of the TSM given in 

Ref. /1,2/, suggesting a constant density of states Po • This mo

de I explains, for example, the minimum in the real part of the die

lectric constant e (T) at Tb as a result of the competitive influ

ence of resonant and reiaxation scattering of the electromagnetic 

waves on tunneling states. 

At T > To the relaxation process dominates and a logarithmic 

increase of óE/E = [é (T)/é(To)]-~ia obs erve d , However, the measurements 

often reveal a lineary dependence of ê (T) /3,14/. The most distirict 

representation of this was found for a PbTi0 - ceramic sample,
3 

exhibiting the lineary behaviour for about two decades in tempera

ture (Fig.2). 

Analogous results are not compatible with the above TSM, 

ev~n by considering any modified form of P(E). 

To investigate this problem, é (T) and the thermal conducti 

vity were measured on two ceramic SrTio prepared by3-samples, 
different burning processes. 

A qualitative different b€haviour of é (T) wa~ found f~r the 

two samples (Fig.3). Instead of the logarithmic dependence (full 

line), obtained for samp~e 2, a well defined lineary variation 

da.hed l1ne) 1n oonneot1on with a d18tinot lo.ar thermal oonduot1

T1ty 18 Ob8SrTsd tor th. ~1r8t 8amp~e. 

Taking into accollllt the strong correlation between the dielect

ric and thermal anomalies, a proof analyais of the thermal conducti 

vity and dielectric data obtained ~or the two sample~ and for-a 

large range of o~her disorrlered aolida leada to the following con

cluaions /3/: 

At T~ 1 -K the characteristic Bcattering pro ce aa , reaponBible 

for the approximate ~2 - b~haviour of ~ , in di~lectric (or ultra-
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:	 aonic) measurements ia not represented by the logarithmic variation 
~ 

I	 with temperature of~E~E but by-the lineery depend~nce. Then the fr~ 

quencydependence of this process can be deduceü obeying

;1	 )(1i(w,T)'" -wn-··T. (4) 
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Eq. (4) shows that the universal relaxation concept can 

to explain the glassy anomalies also a t T .s 1 K. Thus, 

be extended 

for inetance, 

the T2-variation of the thermal conductivity can be understood by 

considering e qa , (2) and (4) with n""1. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The' obtained linea~ dependence on temperature of the generalized 

eusceptibility is an important new feature of the universal mechanism. 

This	 i8 obviouslythe result of a cross-over from classical to quantum 

behaviour of the system, when the temperature is lowered. 

These Tesults have confirmed the hypothesis, firet put forward 

in Ref. /3/, that the characteristic glassy anomalies, observed at 

low temperatures, and the common relaxation behaviour (frequency-, 

time-, temperature-dependence and others) found in various proper

ties (electric, magnetic, uItrasonic, thermal, ••• ) of disordered 

solids are the consequences of one general relaxation mechanism 

cauaed by a universal type of many-body interaction. This Buggests the 

possibility of creating a unitary microscopic theory for the, rnentioned 

effe~s probably concerning some fundamental pri~ciple8 of solid state 

physics. 
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~Hwep 3. E8-86-241 
YHHBepcanbHOe penaKca~HOHHOe noeeAeHHe Ae~eKTH~x ee~ecTB 

npH HH3KHX TeMnepaTypaX Tennoe~e, YflbTpa3ByKOB~e H AH3neKTPH4eCKHe 
'CBOHCTBa CTeKOfl H CaM~X paaH~X THnOB KpHCTannH4eCKHX TBepA~X Ten npORBflR~T 
CHflbHOe OTKflOHeHHe OT TeOpHH Ae6aR. 06~4HO 3TH aHOMaflHH paCCMaTpHBa~T Ha 
OCHOBe ~HOMeHOflOrH4eCKOH MOAeflH, nOCTyflHPY~~eH HaflH4He HeKoero cneKTpa 
HH3K03HepreTH4eCKHX TYHHeflbH~X B036Y*AeHHH. MO*HO OAHaKO noKa3aTb, 4TO 
AaHHy~ npo6neMy cneAYeT pacCMaTpHBaTb Ha OCHOBe YHHBepcanbHOrO MexaHH3Ma 
MHOr04aCTH4HOrO B3aHMOAeHCTBHR, OTBe4a~~erO B 4aCTHOCTH H 3a npORBfleHHe, 
TaK Ha3~aaeMOH, YHHBepcaflbHOH AH3fleKTpH4eCKOH penaKCa~HH TBePA~X ae~eCTB 
H APYrHX 3~~eKTOB HH3K04aCTOTH~X ~nyKTya~HH H AHCCHna~HH. 8 AaHHOH pa60Te 
npeACTaaneH~ HeKOTOp~e THnH4H~e pe3yflbTaT~ AH3fleKTPH4eCKHX H3MepeHHH Ha 
KPHCTannw4eCKHX cerHeToaneKTPHKax npH HH3KHX TeMnepaTypax. Aa~TCR rnaBH~e 

XapaKTepHCTHKH HOBOrO nOAXOAa K AaHHOH npo6neMaTHKe. 

Pa6oTa a~nonHeHa a fla6opaTOPHH B~COKHX aHeprHH OHRH. 

npenpiUIT 0fu.eJU!HeHHDrO HHClHT)'Ta .R,IlepllblX Hccne.o;oaaHHii. Ay6Ha 1986 

Fischer E. E8-86-241 
Universal Relaxation Behaviour of Dlsoraered Sol Ids 

The low temperature properties of disordered solids known as the glas· 
sy behaviour are discussed within a universal relaxation approach. On this 
basis the characteristic anomalies in thermal and dielectric properties 
and their strong coirelation are shown to be only one aspect of a general 
relaxation mechanism caused by manybody Interaction. At the lowest tempera~ 
tures the generalized susceptibility of the·process Is found to obey a 11~ 

near dependence on temperature, presumed due to quantum effects. 

The Investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High 
Energies, JINR. 
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